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Schedule 40 PVC  GF Piping Systems

Schedule 40 PVC

Physical
Properties

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is one of the most broadly
used thermoplastic materials, common to many
industries. PVC is highly resistant to acids, alkalis,
alcohols, and many other corrosive materials. The

Physical Properties

wide range of joining options that include solvent
welding, threaded and mechanical connections
make it ideal for easy, error free installations.

PVC Industrial Pipe
PVC Industrial PLUS Pipe

Applications

GF Harvel PVC Schedule 40 pipe and fittings
exhibit consistent quality with uniform properties.
GF Harvel uses its own custom blends of PVC
compounds to offer you two pipe brand choices to ensure that desirable physical properties are
maintained for various applications. GF Harvel’s Industrial PLUS brand exhibits exceptional quality
you’ve come to expect from GF Harvel, including CSA (Canadian Standards Association) B137.3
approval and uniform physical properties; making it the preferred choice of fabricators and custom
houses. For customers who do not require CSA or fabrication grade pipe, you can choose to use
our Industrial brand. Schedule 40 PVC is white in color and the pipes have the largest inner
diameter of the three schedules.
Both GF Harvel PVC Schedule 40 pipe brands and our molded and fabricated fittings are ideal for
numerous applications including chemical delivery systems, potable water systems, irrigation
systems, gray water collection, vacuum lines and many other lower pressure applications that
require a lowcost alternative to Schedule 80 systems. GF Harvel also offers various pipe end
options including: belled end, gasketed, roll grooved, and threaded. We also , as well as custom
dimensions and lengths.
Please note: If fabrication grade pipe or CSA approval is required for pipe sizes 1/2" to 12",
please order our Industrial Plus piping system.
Information can be found at the following: More Information...

Product Overview

Specification

Dimensions, Pressure & Deratings

Downloads

Technical Data:
Size Range:
½"  24"
Pressure Rating:
Varies by Size
Operating Temperature:
0°C  60°C (32°F  140°F)
http://www.gfps.com/country_US/en_US/products/piping/ipspvcsys/sch40pvc.html
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